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Course description
What original ideas lead to the breakthrough results of infinite combinatorics in the last 30
years? Which methods found the widest range of applications? The main purpose of this
course is to overview novel techniques from the theory of (mostly) discrete structures of small
uncountable size. We will survey applications from graph theory, the geometry of Euclidean
spaces, topology, analysis and algebra. We will cover inductive constructions based on
elementary submodels; coherent maps, walks on ordinals and applications of ρ-functions;
and various approximation schemes. We shall also point out several open problems that
wait to be solved. The course aims to provide a working mathematician’s toolbox without
going too deep into any one specific area.

Course and examination language: English.

Prerequisites
The course is aimed at advanced bachelor and graduate students with an interest in combi-
natorial questions, set theory or logic. There are no official prerequisites; however, we will
assume familiarity with basic concepts of set theory e.g., ordinals and cardinals; stationary
and club sets; transfinite induction; what is a formula, satisfaction and a model of a theory;
basic concepts in graph theory and Ramsey’s theorem on N. See Chapter I and II from
Kunen’s textbook [5].

No background will be assumed regarding independence results, knowledge of forcing,
model theory, or partition calculus.

Assessment
The final mark is composed of three components: participation (50%), submitted assign-
ments (30%) and a ’presentation in pairs’ component (20%).

• Participation (50%): you are expected to attend the lectures and encouraged to
actively participate in class discussion.

• Assignments (30%): at each lecture, a number of exercises and problems will
be announced (approx. 5 per lecture). You select the questions you like and submit
solutions typed in Latex; the problems announced at a given lecture can be submitted
for 2 weeks. Each correct solution for an exercise amounts to 0.5%, each problem to
1% of the maximal 30% that can be earned.1

1Submitting one exercise plus one problem per lecture will be sufficient to earn the maximal points.
Incorrect submissions can be resubmitted to earn the mark. You are welcome to submit as many problems
as you like, I will aim to provide feedback in due time.
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• Presentation in pairs (20%): working in pairs, you will select a recent result/article
closely related to the main topics of the course (plenty of recommendations will be
provided). After understanding the material, you prepare a joint 30-minute pre-
sentation on the result. You should outline the context, main ideas and connections
to the course material. Presentations will take place during the examination period.

Extra credit can be earned by attending (all or some of) the Advanced Class 20192 conference
(June 26-29 2019, Vienna). Details will be announced later.

Lectures and office hours
Instructor: Daniel T. Soukup (daniel.soukup@univie.ac.at). Please use your university email
address for class-related correspondence.
Lectures: Tuesday and Wednesday 13:00-14:00 at Room 101 in Josephinum
(Wahringer Str. 25). Lectures start on March 5.
Office hours: Wednesday 14:00-15:30 at Room 91 or 101 in Josephinum (Wahringer
Str. 25). You are encouraged to visit the office hours

• if you have any questions regarding the lectures,

• need hints or help with the exercises and problems,

• to discuss your final presentation topic and its preparations,

• if you feel like chatting about math or academics.

Website and discussion forum
Assignments, course information and all related course materials will be posted on Moodle.
In addition to the office hours, you will have the chance to ask questions and discuss the
topics on the Moodle forum.

Course topics in detail
We aim to cover the following three main topics.

1. the ubiquitous elementary submodels [9, 3, 4];

(i) a detailed introduction to closure arguments and elementary submodels;
(ii) simple applications: classical properties of set systems and infinite graphs;
(iii) applications from the set theory of Euclidean spaces;
(iv) Balogh’s Q-set space construction: how to find non-trivial topological spaces in

which any subset is a Gδ set?

2. coherent maps, minimal walks and some of their applications [10, 8];

(i) introduction to ladder systems and coherent maps on ω1;
(ii) walks along ladder systems and simple properties of ρ-functions;
(iii) on the structure of linear orders, constructing Countryman lines;
(iv) an overview of Ramsey-type results on ℵ0,ℵ1 and ℵ2.

3. general construction schemes [7, 2, 1, 6]

(i) constructions along chains and trees of elementary submodels, paradoxical de-
compositions of the plane and the Steinhaus tiling problem;

(ii) weak and strong guessing principles, old and new applications;
(iii) Kurepa families and Todorcevic’s construction scheme, more on coherent maps.

2See webpage here https://sites.google.com/view/estc2019/advanced-class-yst
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